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3 Park Edge Dr, Springfield Lakes

IMMACULATE AND LOVINGLY PLANNED HOME WITH
VASTHU SHASTRA AKA ‘SCIENCE OF ARCHITECHTURE’!!
Be it an entertainer or the quiet family who loves their privacy, the simplicity
will make you fall in love!! A total one of its kind, unique plan!! See it to
believe it!!
This beautiful north-east facing home has been maintained impeccably.
Imagine coming home to stunning, sparkly tiles, moving up a small flight of
stairs to the main living area which overlooks the courtyard. A perfect
setting to end your busy day. This home has the split look feel with the
Media and Garage at the entrance and the main Living area and Bedrooms
on the upper level.
Showcasing a standard of finish and attention to detail, the features of this
gorgeous home are not limited to
Bedroom on the bottom level which can be used as a Media or games
room or as a home office
A spacious family room or dual entertaining area which overlooks the
charming yet cute courtyard
3 way access to the Courtyard which is a definite plus!
Master bedroom along the back side of the house with a walk in and a
spacious ensuite.
The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information
is accurate and
do not have for
any belief
one way
or the other
in its accuracy.
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responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and
A Roomy and Airy kitchen that overlooks the courtyard so you can
rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
entertain while you cook with a dishwasher and a magnificent granite
benchtop
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